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Would you like to obtain the level DELF B2 or even DALF C1 or DALF C2 but you need more
guidance on how to prepare for the oral comprehension and oral presentation parts of the
exams? Are you ready for your next career move and must show evidence of your French
communication skills in a formal or in-formal job interview? Would you like to work or study in
Europe? Do you aspire to have a public sector career in organizations, such as the United
Nations, World Bank, NATO, OECD, Government of Canada? If any of these questions relate to
you, then this study-guide was created specifically for your needs.This e-book provides you with
a PREVIEW, or LIGHT VERSION, of the full study aid series “DELF, DALF, TCF, TEF, and Public
Sector oral exam preparation”, which is an oral interview preparation series that helps
independent learners prepare for common French language oral communication evaluations.
The series is aimed at helping French language learners to incrementally improve their oral
comprehension and communication skills by tracking their progress and following a series of
recommendation actions to reinforce their personal learning objectives. The idea to develop this
guide was driven by the lack of relevant training materials for employees that have an interest to
increase their ability to communicate in French. We are offering a "version légère", or light
version, of the full guide in order to get you started with your independent studying to improve
communicating in French.The full study guide is over 220 pages and it can help you prepare for
international French exams, such as the DELF (Diplôme d’Etudes en Langue Française) , DALF
(Diplôme Approfondi de Langue Française), TCF Quebec (TEST DE CONNAISSANCE DU
FRANÇAIS POUR LE QUÉBEC) and the TEF (Test d’évaluation de français).Learn from over
thirty (30) work themes; insight on how to develop and answer questions using past, present,
and future verb tenses; tips on how to summarize audio messages; and benefit from
supplemental materials including mobile app flash cards, practice exams, and audio samples
and transcripts of practical work conversations. You will also have an opportunity to receive
discounts on live 1-on-1 French language training from international language schools.We
encourage you to add this self-study guide as a tool to help you in your personal French training
journey.Be sure to consider adding the full “DELF, DALF, TCF, TEF, and Public Sector oral exam
preparation” series to your oral interview preparation. The first title in the series, “Le Plan
D’action”, provides French language learners with insight on how to develop a personal study
plan based on self-reflection and personal learning needs. This study aid also highlights several
of the foundational topics that must be mastered. The second title in the series, “Les Thèmes”,
contains over 30 (thirty) workplace related themes focusing on vocabulary and expressions
relevant to many workplace settings, sample reading passages, and recommended video and
reading links to help you access a rich vocabulary when practicing to answer oral exam
questions relevant to any workplace setting. The third title in the series, “Le conseil”, focuses on
providing independent learners with an overview of the common types, or categories, of oral
evaluation questions and insight toward delivering a well-structured response.All learners are



encouraged to browse TeachableSkills.com for free downloadable learning aids and templates,
obtain additional learning and exam preparation tips from our blog posts, and participate in
conversations with our French language learners within our Facebook (https://
www.facebook.com/DELFDALFTEF) and Twitter groups.Bonne chance!- the Teachable Skills
team



ContentsFrançais PratiqueREGISTRATIONPrefaceCharitable donationHow this book is
organizedWhat you need for this bookIntended audienceContactSupplementalQuoteAt a
GlanceFrançais Pratiquepour la main-d'œuvre(version légère)Practical Frenchfor the
workforceTeachableSkills.comCopyright © 2020 TeachableSkills.comAll rights reserved.No
part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form
or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise,
except as permitted by the written consent from TeachableSkills.com.Limit of liability/Disclaimer
Warranty: TeachableSkills.com makes no representations or warranties with respect to the
accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and specifically disclaim all warranties.
No warranty may be created or extended by sales or promotional materials. The advice and
strategies contained herein may not be suitable for every situation. This work is sold with the
understanding that TeachableSkills.com is not engaged in rendering legal, translation, or other
professional services. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising
here from. The fact that an organization or website is referred to in this work as a citation and/or
a potential source of further information does not mean that the author or the publisher endorses
the information the organization or website may provide or recommendations it may make.
Further, readers should be aware that the internet websites listed in this work may have changed
or disappeared between when this work was written and when it was read.For information about
permission to reproduce sections from this book, write to admin@teachableskills.com with the
subject heading “Request for reuse”.All illustrations, graphics, tables and designs were created
by TeachableSkills.com, unless otherwise noted.First EditionDistributed by
TeachableSkills.comFor information regarding special discounts for bulk purchases, please
email admin@teachableskills.com with the subject heading “Bulk order
request”.REGISTRATIONThank you for purchase! In order to get the maximum benefit of your
investment, please register your purchased copy and be ready to receive the following
benefits:Get your free learning plan to help guide your studying through our five incremental
phases of learning25% off the FULL version of this guide with over 220 pages of guidance for
French oral evaluationsFree access to online workshops on topics to help you prepare for your
French oral evaluationFree downloadable study-aidsDiscounts for courses published on
UdemyDiscounts for private 1-on-1 training on platforms, such as Skype and ZoomHOW TO
REGISTEREmail admin@teachableskills.com and provide:Your contact email addressThe
country in which you resideConfirm the date and website where you purchased this copyYour
interest in buying this eBook or you learning goalsPrefaceThis self-study guide was developed
with the support of contributors form multiple countries over the period of two years. The idea to
develop this guide was driven by the lack of relevant training materials for employees that have
an interest to increase their ability to communicate in French. However, this guide can also help
any French learners that must pass exams recognized by the French Ministry of Education. We
are not a second language training institute; therefore, this guide was derived from the study
habits, study notes, and general tips of your international peers that also had to pass French



language examinations. We share with you a task-based and incremental progression approach
to learning based upon what has worked for us.French language skills (comprehension,
grammar, oral) are a valuable asset for a public sector career in numerous cities around the
world; such as Interpol in France, European Union in Belgium, the Organization of American
States in Washington, DC, or the United Nations in Geneva. The European Union has created
the Common European Framework of References for Languages (CEFRL) to guide its members
in defining language training and assessments (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages). The CEFRL is the result of a
European study and promotes a communicative learning environment in which learners direct
their own learning through activities based in real-world, everyday contexts. This learning
includes oral (expression and comprehension) and written (expression and comprehension)
components.Many public sector organizations have adopted a flavor of the CEFRL to support
their employee needs to deliver services in multiple languages, such as English and French. In
addition, the French Ministry of Education uses the DELF (Diplôme d’Études en Langue
Française) and DALF (Diplôme Approfondi de Langue Française) as the only official French
language proficiency qualifications for non-native French speakers. They are composed of six
independent diplomas corresponding the CEFRL. These exams are valid for life and are
recognized around the world.Reports, such as http://www.axl.cefan.ulaval.ca/francophonie/
francophonie.htm, show that French is spoken in over 59 States and 29 countries by over 200
million people. French is a language spoken across the globe, so there is literally a workforce in
each continent that can benefit from the intent of this guide.This guide draws upon the diverse
French language learning experiences of international employees that have formally studied
French in university, participated in intensive post-secondary immersion programs, and
l’expérience sur le terrain of those that have worked in French work environments. This guide
will provide the reader with relevant vocabulary and sample sentences for over 40 work themes;
insight on how to develop and answer questions using past, present, and future verb tenses; tips
on how to summarize audio messages; and readers can benefit from supplemental material
including mobile app flash cards, practice exams, and audio samples and transcripts of practical
work conversations.This is the version légère of the study-guide, which means that we have
focused on immediately providing core content to aid French language learners, and we will
continue to add more content to each section while we receive user feedback. Therefore, we
encourage you send feedback to admin@teachableskills.com.Finally, we have personally
benefited from the experience of developing this guide and we found it as a valuable tool to help
in passing multiple language exams.We encourage you to add this self–study guide as a tool in
your arsenal to help you in your personal French training journey. Bonne chance!The
TeachableSkills.com team.Charitable donationProceeds from each sale will be donated to
organizations that have a mandate to support people with Parkinson's. First, Parkinson Canada
(https://www.parkinson.ca/), which has the mission to transform the lives of People Living with
Parkinson’s. They do this through:Research leading to the end of Parkinson’sAdvocacy bringing



the voices of Parkinson’s to the forefrontSupport helping people living with Parkinson’s live well
through education.In addition, research has demonstrated that boxing exercises can benefit
people with Parkinson’s, so a portion of donations will also be made to community organizations
providing boxing programs aimed specifically at helping people with Parkinson's.You can find
more information on the benefits of boxing for people with Parkinson's can at the following
sources:https://academic.oup.com/ptj/article/91/1/132/2735142https://www.michaeljfox.org/
news/can-boxing-knock-out-parkinsons-symptomsHow this book is organizedThis guide is
organized to provide you with an overview of the universal competencies that are required to
pass French oral exams derived from CEFRL, and to provide you with tools to aid you during
French based job interviews. Therefore, the guide is not structured to take you step-by-step
through all parts of a current DELF and DALF exam as they may exist today. It is important to
note that you must take the responsibility to know the structure of the exam or interview that you
will complete, since nuances may exist between institutions or periodic updates may be applied
to the core requirements. Instead, this guide will focus on the universal or common
competencies that must be demonstrated during a French oral evaluation regardless of any
“mises à jour” that may be applied by your assessing institution.We have organized this personal
study guide to provide an overview of the individual elements that you will use to make a
response in French. Using the TeachableSkills.com “Incremental Progression” approach (https://
teachableskills.com/how-to-incrementally-learn-a-new-language/) we take you on the following
journey:Starting you off with the ability to do basic counting, spelling, and general phrases in
French regarding the weather and time;Taking a look at general pronunciation tips;Introducing
you to language elements, such as: verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions;Highlighting
a glossary of key terms, concepts, relevant reading and video links for over 20 themes relevant
to any workplace or any job level;Adding some language tips to add to your knowledge, such as:
general grammar rules, words that are spelled the same and mean the same in both English and
French, synonyms to help you in adding variety to your French lexicon;Highlighting the types of
interview questions to anticipate during your exam and recommendations on how to structure
your responses so that you demonstrate your level of comprehension, your ability to speak
abstractly, and include concise yet complex responses.This guide follows an activity-based
approach to learning so that you are not merely reading text discussing theory. Within each
major section of this guide we have added Recommended Activities that are denoted in orange.
Downloading the free templates from TeachableSkills.com and doing the Recommended
Activities will give you greater insight into your strengths and weaknesses and doing each
activity will aid you in the development of your personal learning plan.The section titled At a
Glance / En un coup d’oeil provides a descriptive overview for each part contained within this
guide. What you need for this bookPerseveranceIf you have already started your journey to
master the French language then you have already come to the conclusion that there is no
magic formula to take you from beginner to Molière. Therefore, the first item that you will require
is a sense of perseverance. You will need time to practice, accept your mistakes, make a course



correction, and then gradually improve.A Foundation to Build UponIdeally, you will have already
had some previous experience in French so that you already understand that masculine and
feminine exists within the language which changes the spelling and pronunciation of words
based on the subject in the sentence; you are able to make the observation that there are
common words in English and French that you likely already know, such as: cliché, déjà vu,
carte blanche;ToolsOur activity-based approach to learning includes the need to have an
internet connection and laptop/mobile phone so that you can download the free templates from
TeachableSkills.com, use our recommended websites to read a French passage or flag
unknown words and then rapidly translate, find keyword definitions, see the keywords used in
other sample sentences, and find the correct conjugation of verbs as you modify the phrases
between past, present and future. This will help you to gain a deeper understanding of how to
correctly apply the themes and their lexicon that you will be reviewing.DusterIf you already have
a Becherelle, or French-English dictionary, then dust them off and add them as part of your
studying routine. Having access to these classic tools can help you to practice anywhere at any
time.Intended audienceFrench language skills (comprehension, grammar, oral) are a valuable
asset for a public sector career in numerous cities around the world; such as Interpol in France,
European Union in Belgium, the Organization of American States in Washington, DC, or the
United Nations in New York. In order to standardize French language training and evaluation for
its member countries, the European Union has created the Common European Framework of
References for Languages (CEFRL) to guide its members in defining language training and
assessments (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages).This guide was originally
intended to aid any current or prospective employee in the European Union, United Nations,
Interpol, or any other institution which requires its employees to be capable of communicating in
French. Whether it be the United Nation’s Language Proficiency Exam (https://hr.un.org/page/
language-proficiency-examination-lpe) or the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s language
evaluation test to support their language policy (https://www.nato.int/structur/recruit/info-doc/ON
%282011%290026-ImplementingDirLanguagePolicyIS.pdf), there are common competencies
that are required. This guide can be used in addition to your studying for exams or curriculum
that are based upon CEFRL principles. However, it exists to largely support those employees
that must take French language evaluations, or job interviews, without the benefit of formal
training due to budget restrictions, lack of general availability, or any other obstacle impacting
your ability to advance your career. The guide was focused on learners that have a CEFRL A or
B level and are aiming to advance to the B or C level. Thus, the guide can aid learners with none
existent or limited knowledge of French, but the guide is best suited for learners that already
have a very basic understanding of French typically at the A level or obtained through previous
schooling at the primary school level.In addition, this guide serves a broad audience since it
leverages the industry accepted STAR Interview Response Technique – situation, task, action,
result - (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Situation,_task,_action,_result) to help define the required



level of detailed response and nuance for common interview assessments, and it covers over 40
work related themes, which are relevant to numerous industries and employment
sectors.Therefore, the guide can be used by anyone requiring an additional self-learning tool to
aid in the preparation of any general interview for employment in a French work environment, or
the Canadian Federal Government French language evaluation exams.ContactThe team at
TeachableSkills.com can be reached at:Web: http://www.teachableskills.comTwitter:
@skillsteachableEmail: admin@teachableskills.comSupplementalTeachableSkills.com will
make a series of additional tools available to all users of this guide with the aim of providing
learning resources in different mediums that can be configured to meet your training needs. The
following supplemental tools will be made available on TeachableSkills.com.Mobile flashcard
appMatching gameSample interview audio filesTemplates and exercise worksheetsPersonal
Learning PlanMap of Canada with province and city gender and namesMap of world with
continent names and multiple countriesVirtual training sessions...and watch for more!
Quote“Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere.”-- Chinese ProverbYou may
not need to learn French in order to have a successful career, however once you unlock the door
to learning French then it will stay open until you decide to close it.At a GlanceThe guide is
divided into multiple parts, with each part focusing on a different learning aspect required to
successfully prepare for a French oral interview. Therefore, we have outlined the target learning
objectives associated with each part of this guide which will help you to prepare for your
exam(s).Partie 1 IntroductionIntroducing the concepts that will help you in designing an
individualized learning planIntroducing the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages as the basis for numerous public sector French as a second language examsPartie 2
Les FondamentauxFocusing on foundational learning, such as the ability to communciate
numbers, weather, time, and introductory phrasesPartie 3 PrononciationConcentrating on
helping you to properly pronounce numbers, letters, and tips on silent letters in French
wordsPartie 4 Les AdjectifsExpanding upon your foundational knowledge by helping you to be
more descriptive when describing nounsPartie 5 VerbesAssisting you to describe events in the
context of the past, present, and future and the common grammar rules associated to each verb
tensePartie 6 Les Verbes AmisAdding to your foundational knowlede by including a review on
prepositions and adverbsPartie 7 Les Marqueurs du tempsMaturing your ability to communicate
events in the past, present, and futurePartie 8 ThèmesHighlighting your experiences, strengths,
and weaknesses in order to help you more quickly develop responses to common French oral
interview questionsBuilding the core of your French lexicon by detailing over 40 nouns, reading
passages, and videos on over 30 themes which range from “Au travail” to
“Leadership”Discussing key compentencies noted by the United Nations in order to help you
plan out answers related to desired management and leadership practicesPartie 9
ConseilFurther growing your lexicon with tools such as synonyms, cognates, idioms, and
anglicismesHighlighting the STAR (Situation, Task, Action, Result) behavioural interview style
which will serve as the structure for your interview responsesPartie 10 Exemple



d'examenTesting your knowledge with general samples of Compréhension, Grammaire, and
Orale examsPartie 11 GlobalHighlighting common regional expressions from France, Africa,
Belgium, Canada, and SwitzerlandPartie 12 Dernière RéflexionDiscussing how to maintain your
newly acquired french language skillsPartie 13 SupplémentairesDevelopping a personal
learning planAiding your learning with games, such as crossword puzzlesPARTIE
1IntroductionLES OBJECTIVES1.01 Getting prepared1.02 Incremental Progression1.03
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages1.04 Canadian Federal
Government Language EvaluationLES POINTS CLES :Introduce the common oral evaluation
exam requirements and the approach to be employed1.01 Getting preparedTaking Control of
Your Career LearningKeeping pace with the changing workplace is a challenge in itself, and you
may often feel the need to adapt to new ways of working or even new tools to do your job. These
changes may be out of your control, however there are some foundational skills required in the
workplace that you can control. For example, many careers in the United Nations, Interpol, or
other public sector organizations in Canada, Africa and Europe can require you to have strong
communication skills in French. Unfortunately, the obstacle in front of many people is that they
do not have the benefit of receiving training, so what do they do to reach their goal?This guide
was inspired to help people that are unable to have in-class training or private training, yet have
the need to improve their French communication skills in order to reach their career aspirations.
This may be a student seeking to study in France, someone looking to immigrate to Canada, or
someone that wants their job application for large public sector organizations to be more
competitive by demonstrating that they are multi-lingual.This guide will help you to take control
of your personal learning and further develop your French communication skills with a strong
focus on the workplace. However, in order to truly obtain the intended benefits of this guide, you
will have to make a personal commitment to be positive, open to new ideas, and to allocate the
required time and energy in your personal life for practicing. There is no magic solution to take
you from beginner to expert, however this guide can complement your self-learning effort and
assist you in identifying a structured personalized self-study plan.Self-learningThe United
Nations has identified communication as a key skill for its employees and outlines the
importance of being able to:Speak and write clearly and effectivelyListen to others, correctly
interpret messages from others and respond appropriatelyAsk questions to clarify, and exhibit
interest in having two-way communicationTailor language, tone, style and format to match the
audienceDemonstrate openness in sharingSource: https://hr.un.org/sites/hr.un.org/files/
Competencies%20for%20the%20Future_0.pdfThis study-guide will help you to improve your
communication skills in French and improve your abilities in each of the five preceding points.
As you make the first important decision to invest time to improve your French communication
skills, then you can increase your chances of success by adopting the following
behaviors.Prepare a studying environmentFind a location at home, or at work, that matches your
needs. Do you need absolute quiet, do you need natural sunlight, do you need a lot of desk
space to lay out your notes, books or technology devices?Learn from different mediumsRead



the daily local and international news in French.Read blog posts in French on topics pertaining
to your work.Watch the news in French or other videos online.Listen to podcasts in French or
even French radio.Follow up on the referencesIf you read an interesting article, which includes
other sources of information, then take the time to review the additional materials in order to help
reinforce key vocabulary terms or concepts pertaining to various themes.Study every day!1hr
each day is more productive than one session of 7hrs.Join online communitiesShare your
experiences and learn from others that are their own stage of learning.Set goalsThere is a big
difference between working on become conversational in French versus mastering the
language. What is your actual goal and what are the incremental milestones that you want to set
each week or month to plan out your progress?Make your learning relevantSearch for articles or
videos that are related to what you need to do at work. However, there are common topics that
are relevant to everyone regardless of your job role – managing stress, work-life balance,
motivation, or even training.Have a scheduleFit your self-learning period in your weekly schedule
as a regular activity with deadlines and responsibilities.Take notesEvery error or challenge is a
chance to improve your French communication skills. You’ll face disappointment,
discouragement, confusion and lack of inspiration as you progress, however if you make an
effort to note and then correct your errors, then you will avoid repeating the same error and you
will be on your way to improving.Recommended sitesSince everyone learns differently, then
every self-learner will have their own approach to study, practice, and prepare for their language
interview / exam. There are some universal needs that all students will require as they
independently practice French. The following sites are recommended to be used each day as
tools that can help you search for definitions, verify the proper context of words and phrases,
and find additional vocabulary to add to your personal French lexicon.The recommended tactic
is to have each of these websites open as individual tabs within a web browser window so that
they are ready and waiting to help you study and practice when using your technology device of
choice – i.e. PC, laptop, tablet, smartphone.https://www.wordreference.com/Benefits:search for
words in French to find their definition and a sample sentenceinsert a word in English to find its
French equivalentthe search window supports auto-complete when typing so this can correct
your assumed spelling of a wordthe list of proposed terms that are presented by the auto-
complete can introduce you to new terms – try typing “faire preuve de” and you will be presented
with new terms that you may not have even consideredhttps://www.linguee.com/Benefits:insert
the French word or phrase in the search window in order to find examples of the word or phrase
in use by existing publications, such as government websites or published reportsan English
term can also be used to find its French equivalentit can help to identify grammar rules, such as
confirming if a French verb is followed by DE or AVEC or if a verb requires the subjonctif form of
a verbhttps://www.the-conjugation.com/french/Benefits:when reading an article, or listening to
an audio, you may need to confirm the tense of the verb because confusing the past, present, or
future of a verb can greatly change the context of a messagehttps://www.deepl.com/
translatorBenefits:having the direct ability to translate between English and French is probably



the most important tool to have in your arsenal, however you must ensure that you avoid literal
word-by-word translations that result in the wrong context or meaning, so that is why using the
previous tools can help a self-learner validate their French in the absence of an instructor to
provide correctionhttps://translate.google.com/?hl=frBenefits:Google translate is another helpful
translation tool however it tends to have less accurate results when compared to Deepl
Translatorhttp://www.synonyms-fr.com/Benefits:insert a known French word in the search
window and then you will be returned with alterative words to express the same or similar
conceptalso provides the antonyms, or opposite meaning, for the searched wordhelps to grow
your French vocabulary and demonstrate a greater breadth of knowledgehttps://
www.youtube.com/user/france24Benefits:France 24 provides news from France and
internationally in French which can aid learners in hearing multiple accents from the multiple
presentersthe YouTube channel provides the ability to pause and replay the video so that you
can research the phrases or key words being discussedhttps://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCvg4_wSz4Cmo4xRPXaKU47ABenefits:provides weekly discussion and debate on topics of
interestthe conversations will provide the typical language that is used when submitting an
opinion, debating a point of view, and general back and forth conversation, which are all skills
that you must develophttps://www.mindmup.com/Benefits:provides you with the means to
visually map out the core concepts of a theme or topic and then link the concepts to other
relevant themesthis can help you to gather your thoughts and structure responses to typical
questions pertaining to managing stress, managing work, working overtime hours, or working in
a teamhttps://savoirs.rfi.fr/frBenefits:offers a variety of articles, audios, and activities aimed at
French language learnershttps://www.europe1.fr/direct-audioBenefits:offers audio and video
options to listen to live French discussionschoosing audio can use less datahttps://
www.timeanddate.com/timer/Benefits:As you progress in speaking French and building up your
vocabulary and bank of phrases then you will be capable of speaking for an extended period of
time, however effective communication is about the clarity of the message and not the quantity
so you will have to get into the habit of timing your responses to aid you in staying concise and
providing a direct response to the question being askedLOW TECH VERSIONIf you are unable
to have access to a technology device or a reliable internet connection, then make sure that you
have access to the following tools:A French-English dictionaryBenefits:search for the translation
of search terms in either languageconfirm the attributes associated to the term, such as if the
term is masculine or feminine, a noun, verb, adjective, etc..A BescherelleBenefits:translation of
verbsconjugation of the verb in all verb tenses, such as: past, present, and futureNOTE:
Remember to use translation tools as a guide to determine the context of a sentence or phrase
versus its direct translation word by word. The translation tool may not be 100% correct based
upon the ambiguity, multiple word meanings, idioms, or cultural nuances of the words.1.02
Incremental ProgressionDefining a personal learning plan to incrementally enhance your
proficiency in French communication can help to ensure that you meet your learning goals. The
premise is that learning is easier when it is broken down into manageable goals that are



achievable over a period of time. This approach is far more motivating and realistic for most
learners.Students without a personal learning plan to gradually build upon their foundational
knowledge will become frustrated as they continually try to determine where to start their
learning and where to invest their time and energy. The risk of “spinning your wheels” and
constantly starting, stopping, and then restarting slows your progression.Be S.M.A.R.T.Think
about what you want to concretely achieve and by what date. Think in terms of micro goals,
which are smaller pieces of activities or behaviors, which when added together are your ultimate
goal – improve your French communication skills. The micro goals are the small outposts that
you conquer which give you constant motivation and a way to measure your progress when you
look back on what you’ve done.The SMART goals acronym stands for defining goals that
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and anchored within a Time Frame. The SMART
goal strategy saves you from the wasted time of not knowing precisely what you want or how to
get it.This approach is effectively used in business, but it can also apply in your personal life.
Essentially, SMART goals are smaller intentions that help you “ladder up” to the big goal you set
when you identify your purpose. Creating smaller steps on your way to massive results will help
you focus your energy and having this level of clarity puts power behind your goals, giving you
the opportunity to measure your progress at frequent intervals and take new actions.For
example, good micro goals for a fairly new learner would be something like “have 5
conversations every day each week”, “learn a new verb”, “read the news in French everyday”.By
constantly setting these new goals you’ll never allow yourself to get comfortable.Remember your
driversWrite down your main reasons for wanting to learn French. Are they simply for personal
growth or are they a mandatory accomplishment that you must reach in a few months? In order
to keep your motivation high, it is recommended that you take the time to write down the reasons
for wanting to learn French and refer to them whenever you feel your motivation falling.Make it
relevantAs you practice French, make sure that you make it relevant to your job role or personal
interest. In this way, you may find it easier to do your exercises and you may even make it easier
to remember what you are learning since you will likely try to apply your knowledge to your
current tasks. This idea can enhance your ability to learn new vocabulary instead of simply
trying to memorize lists of words that have no connection or meaning to you.Be open
mindedDon’t fully restrict yourself to work related topics and simply switch the audio or subtitles
to French for a topic that you must do --- consider reading or listening to French when searching
for podcasts, movies, or books when doing a search originally in French. You may actually come
across new media that is French based and may never have appeared in your searching if you
simply try to swap all things English for French.LET’S GET STARTEDThis guide can help you to
create your personal system to learn French for your TEF, DELF, or DALF exams; or any other
French based work environment interview, and it will help you to have a plan to incorporate
French learning into your daily routine. For example, listening to a podcast while in transit, read
the daily news in French, have French sub-titles enabled for any movie or tv show that you are
watching, will allow to start learning in a more gradual manner with small chunks of information



instead of feeling overwhelmed with complete immersion.As you consider your personal
learning plan, then think in terms of a continuous loop cycle, which uses the idea of anticipating
your learning needs or knowledge gaps, perform the activities that are recommended to help
you improve, make an honest self-assessment at various points in your learning journey, and
then adjust your learning plan as necessary until you get to the required level of
competency. The previous steps sound simple but let’s actually put them to practice into a five-
step plan that you can adopt and begin to follow as you work to improve your French
communication skills at work. The following diagram can be summarized as - don’t set
unrealistic expectations by trying to do too much, too soon. Instead, after you have outlined your
reasons for learning and identified any mandatory dates then think of breaking down your
learning into five key stages of incremental growth. The stages can be categorized as the
following:Stage 1 – FoundationStage 2 - ExpansionStage 3 - TransitionStage 4 - LinkStage 5 –
ComplexityImage: Incremental Progression modelStage 1 – FoundationThis stage requires you
to identify your starting point in relation to listing the ten verbs, ten nouns, and ten adjectives that
you already know. It is assumed that you have a general grasp of the alphabet, can perform
simple counting from 0 to 10, understand basic greetings, and can recognize the various
pronouns used in a sentence. This level of knowledge will be your base as you learn to make
phrases and sentences in the past, present, and future; in a positive and negative context;
reposition the words in a phrase to transition from statements to questions; and add linking
words to connect individual phrases to form complex sentences.If you don’t feel that you know a
minimum of ten verbs, ten nouns, and ten adjectives then write down the top ten actions that you
do at work, the objects or people that receive the action, and then think of how you can describe
your coworkers and you work.For instance, you will likely relate to the following list of verbs,
nouns, and adjectives.VerbsTo beTo haveTo goTo doTo manageTo decideTo takeTo askTo
knowTo seeÊtreAvoirAllerFaireGérerDéciderPrendreDemanderSavoirVoirNounsbuildingcompute
rclientcarstreetdeadlineprojectcoworkerteammanagerBâtimentOrdinateurClientVoitureRueDate li
miteProjetCollaborateurÉquipeManagerAdjectivesBigSmallEasyHardLongShortGoodNewFirstL
astGrandPetitFacileDurLongCourtBonNouveauPremièreDernierTIPIf you need push to get
started, then take a look at the section “Conseil - Cognates”. This section will show that you
already have a huge head start in French. When learning French, you will come across
numerous examples of words that already know. Starting a language “from scratch” is essentially
impossible because of the vast amount of words you know already through
cognates.Objectives:To identify my starting point, I have to:Attempt to list the ten verbs, nouns,
and adjectives that I already have in my inventory of knowledgeDo the work to fill in any gaps in
order to have my foundational list of verbs, nouns, and adjectivesPour identifier mon point de
départ, il faut que je le fasse :Tenter d'énumérer les dix verbes, noms et adjectifs que j'ai déjà
dans mon inventaire des connaissancesFaire le travail nécessaire pour combler les lacunes afin
d'avoir ma liste de base de verbes, noms et adjectifsStage 2 – ExpansionAs you practice using
your initial foundation of French vocabulary then you start to add the concepts that you wanted



to express but didn’t know the correct verb, noun, or adjective. This is your first step in
successfully starting to expand your foundation. Another key activity is to look at the synonyms
and antonyms associated to the words in your foundation, so that you can also expand the
variety in which you speak.In order to further expand your vocabulary, you can identify the
differences between the job position that is higher/and or lower than your current position. If we
assume that each job level has different types of responsibilities then this activity can be used to
identify new candidate vocabulary to target as you make the first addition to your lexique. At a
minimum, the goal is to double your lexique during this stage.Objectives:To introduce myself and
interact with someone on a known subject, I have to:simply talk about myself (Name,
description, characteristics);ask simple questions and show that I understand the
answer;answer simple personal questions;use basic forms of politeness when interacting;use a
basic repertoire of words and phrases related to the situation.Pour me présenter et interagir
avec quelqu’un sur un sujet connu, je dois :• parler simplement de moi-même (Nom, description,
caractéristiques);• poser des questions simples et montrer que j’ai compris la réponse;•
répondre à des questions personnelles simples;• utiliser des formes de politesse élémentaires
pour interagir;• utiliser un répertoire élémentaire de mots et d’expressions reliés à la
situation.Stage 3 – TransitionDuring the transition phase, you will be expected to switch between
each of the key verb tenses so that you can apply your foundational vocabulary to a past,
present, and future context. For example, if you used the verb “aller – to go” in your foundation
then you would have likely conveyed messages such as:I go walking.I went to the appointment.I
will go to the meeting.In French these messages would be translated using the verb aller, such
that the followingJe vais marcher.Je suis allé au rendez-vous.Je vais aller à la réunion.Also, the
ability to understand and give commands or orders by using the imperatif is a key addition to
your foundation during this phase.Objectives:To express myself and interact with someone on a
familiar subject, I have to:- present an event, activity, etc. in a simple way..;- connect ideas simply
and clearly to each other;- answer and respond to simple questions;- establish and maintain eye
contact;- use common expressions and a limited but adequate repertoire of words;- pronounce
with sufficient clarity;Pour m'exprimer et interagir avec quelqu'un sur un sujet familier, je dois le
faire :- présenter un événement, une activité, etc. de manière simple.. ;- relier des idées entre
elles de manière simple et claire ;- répondre à des questions simples et y répondre ;- établir et
maintenir un contact social ;- utiliser des expressions courantes et un répertoire de mots limité
mais adéquat ;- se prononcer avec suffisamment de clarté ;Stage 4 – LinkIn this stage of
maturity, the goal is to further add to your vocabulary by adding phrases that help to explain your
message in greater detail. The simplest example is to use the French word “et”, which means
“and” in order to connect two phrases to create a more complex sentence. For instance,
“Michelle est gestionnaire et elle dirige douze employés”.
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